Development of Split Air-Conditioning System using Chill Water as the Cooling Medium
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Abstract—Current air conditioning system is using refrigerant as the cooling medium. The main purpose of this study is to develop an air conditioning system using chill water as the cooling medium. In this system, chill water used to replace refrigerant as the cooling medium. This study is focus on the split type unit air conditioning system only. It will be involving some renovation on the indoor unit and freezer. The cooling capability of this system was validate by few series of testing, which conducted at standard 36m³ office room. Result of the testing found that 0.1 m³ of chill water is able to maintain the room temperature within standard up to 4 ~ 8 hours. It expected able to maintain room temperature up to 10 hour with some improvement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MALAYSIA is one of the countries on the equator that has the tropical rainforest climate or equator climate. Therefore, in order to do our daily life in a much more comfortable way, the uses of air condition system seem to be very important nowadays [1]. Air conditioning system is the process removal of heat from indoor air to outdoor air for the thermal comfort design temperature. In another expression, air-conditioner is a tool, a device, an appliance, a system, or machine designed to lower the air temperature and humidity within an area, commonly for human comfort cooling in buildings or vehicles. Air conditioners use refrigerant that easily convert from a gas to a liquid and back again. This refrigerant is use to transfer heat from the indoor air to the outdoor air [2].

Air condition has three main parts; they are a compressor, a condenser and an evaporator. The compressor and condenser are located outdoor while evaporator is located indoor. The refrigerant goes into the evaporator through a very tiny and narrow hole. This process cause pressure drops and refrigerant begins to evaporate into a gas. Finally, it extracts heat from the indoor space. As the heat is removing from the air, the indoor air is cool. This process continues repeatedly until the room reaches the design temperature. System operation will turns off when indoor temperature has reached the design temperature. As indoor temperature warms up, air conditioner back on until the room reaches the design temperature. The objective of this study is to develop an air conditioning system by using chill water as the cooling medium.

At present air conditioner unit using refrigerant as the cooling medium transfer, while this study will be using water as the cooling transfer medium.

II. METHODOLOGY

A scale down TES model was developed base to split type air-condition operation system. The indoor air condition unit was modifying by attaching cool storage freezer. Several additional parts and components were included into the system. The development process is including design, material selection, component selection, fabrication, assembly and experiment.

At design stage it is important to design how to transfer cool from storage tank through evaporator and finally to surrounding. Low temperature chill temperature in storage tank was transfer to evaporator by water pump. Water was use as transfer medium. Water acting as the medium to transfer cool from tank to evaporator. When the low temperature reaches indoor unit, a blower from air condition system wills blowout cool air from indoor unit to surrounding. This process will create a turbulent air condition around indoor unit and will help heat transfer process from surrounding to storage tank.

New piping design needs to replace split air condition piping system. The main important thing is the piping system must connect the water pump to enable water pump to pumping chill water from storage tank into indoor unit and then return to storage tank. No copper tube used in this new piping system[3,4]. Fig. 1, show the systematic diagram of TES model. A new wiring system needed to control water pump and air condition indoor unit. The operating system are controlled by using present air-conditions control system.
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Chill water temperature is important thing in this study. Maintaining lower temperature of chill water is a main important to consider. Losses in chill water storage capacity will consider as a weakness in this studies. Therefore chill water storage tank cannot be just an ordinary water tank. It must capable to kept low temperature for a longer. For this reason, chest freezer seems to be one of the good choices as a storage tank. In additional it also will produce chill water by itself. Fig. 2, shown completed fabricates TES scale down model.

![TES model](image)

**III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS**

The developed TES scale down model is completed designed and fabricated process. The product consists of indoor, storage tank, water pump, piping system and power supply. Fig. 2, shown completed fabricates TES scale down model. Ordinary chess freezer was select as storage tank. The freezer will perform as ice or chill water maker and in same act as storage tank.

The indoor unit and storage tank is connecting by designed piping system. The indoor component consist condenser, blower and controller as common indoor units. Series of experiments had carried out to test the performance of the designed product to produce cooling effect inside a room during actual operation condition. Small office room selected as a case study.

**CASE STUDY I**

- **Date**: 4th Mei 2012
- **Time**: 11.30 am
- **Room Size**: 12 m²
- **Room Type**: Small Office Room
- **Operation Mode**: Open Loop
- **Cooling Medium**: Chill Water
- **Volume**: 0.1 m³
- **Circulation Medium**: Water
- **Storage Temp**: 6 °C
- **Outdoor Temp**: 32 °C

There are five thousand data was record in this case study 1. Data logger recorded temperature reading every minute at eight-difference point. Experiment was start at 11.30 am until 5.00 pm. Detail of data result is show in table I.
reduce room temperature from 28°C to desired temperature for experiment shows with 6°C of 0.1 m² chill water successfully approximately about 210 minutes. In summaries, this shows graph of case study 1 result. The graph shows that operating, office room temperatures reduce to 21°C. Fig. 3 temperature is 28°C. After TES scale down model start operating, office room temperature is 28 °c. After TES scale down model start operating, office room temperatures reduce to 20 °C. The graph shows that office room maintained it temperature within specification. The model capable keeps room temperature to the desired thermally comfort temperature, which is 23 to 26 °C approximately about 325 minutes. In summaries, this experiment shows with 6 °C of 0.1 m³ chill water successfully reduce room temperature from 28 °C to desired temperature for more than five hours.

From Fig. 4 shown at beginning of the experiment, normal office room temperature is 28 °C. After TES scale down model start operating, office room temperatures reduce to 20 °C. The graph shows that office room maintained it temperature within specification. The model capable keeps room temperature to the desired thermally comfort temperature, which is 23 to 26 °C approximately about 325 minutes. In summaries, this experiment shows with 6 °C of 0.1 m³ chill water successfully reduce room temperature from 28 °C to desired temperature for more than five hours.

At beginning of the experiment, normal office room temperature is 28°C. After TES scale down model start operating, office room temperatures reduce to 21°C. Fig. 3 shows graph of case study 1 result. The graph shows that office room maintained it temperature within specification. The model capable keeps room temperature to the desired thermally comfort temperature, which is 23 to 26 °C approximately about 210 minutes. In summaries, this experiment shows with 6°C of 0.1 m³ chill water successfully reduce room temperature from 28°C to desired temperature for three and half hours.

From experiment conducted found that 0.1 m³ of chill water is able to maintain the room temperature up to three hours. In conclusion, from the research be carried out found that chill water have a potential to be use as the air conditioning cooling medium. Further development for this study is essential.
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